rs. Bunzel, Sicular examine
effects of union on education
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By BILL FLINT
What is the true price higher
ducation will have to pay if faculty
unionism becomes a reality?
San lose State University Pres.
John H. Bonzel believes the present
trend to unionism and collective
bargaining between the faculty and
administration will bring on a
system "based on the use of
organization, pressure and power."
This is not so. believes 51511
engineering instructor, Dr. George
Sicular who is also president of the
local chapter of United Professors of
California. In a press release to the
San lose Mercury -News and the
Spartan Daily Dr. Sicular said a
’balance of power" among the campus (acuity organizations is the only
solution to bring out the demands of
the faculty,
"It is clear that we (the faculty) will
not receive fair treatment until we
are strong enough to win it," said Dr.
Sicular. "As a consequence we are
choosing to equalize the balance of
power by joining organizations
whose objectives are collective
bargaining."
Prof. Sicular’s defense of collective
bargaining was triggered by Pres.
Bonzes statements on the dangers of
faculty unionism, which appeared on
Sunday’s Mercury -News editorial
page. Dr. Bunzel will be writing a
series of articles on subjects focusing
on higher education.
in Sunday’s article, Dr. Bunzel
warned that faculty unionism in the
American system of higher education
"will come at a price" and predicted

iny faculty members will view the
costs as outweighing the perceived
gains.
California currently has no existing laws on the public employee’s
right to bargain collectively nor on
the final recourse, the right to strike.
So tar, the California Court system
has seemingly held that public employee strikes are illegal.
51511 faculty -administration disputes are presently worked out in the
Academic Council. The council combines with other higher education
institutions at the statewide
academic senate several times
throughout the semester.
The Academic Council is the major
policy forum at SJSU. Its defined
purpose is recommending to Dr.
Bunzel policies governing personnel,
curriculum, instruction, student and
fiscal attairs, and grievances, including salary and merit step increases in professorial rank.
just recently. the council’s liaison
committee began the first step of a
formal inquiry into the role of faculty
negotiating. No formal resolutions
were passed. at the first meeting,
however.
Outside the Academic Council
there are numerous chapters of state
and national faculty organizations on
campus.
Among them are the California
College and University Professors
Association, the American Association of University Professors.
the Association of California State
University Professors, the California
State Employees Associat ion and the

United Prof essors of California.
these
faculty
Some
of
organizations, such as UPC. believe
the bargaining agent representing the
faculty should function in a more
union-type capacity.
An opposite view, such as the tentative one by the Association of
California State University Professors under Dr. Theodore Norton,
professor of political science, would
like to have the Academic Council
retained ass method of "collectively
negotiating."
Some of the organizations believe a
compromise between the two
extremes might be adequate.
From the administration’s view.
however, Dr. Bonzel believes there
already exists, in four year
institutions, a "fair degree of shared
authority" in the faculty -administration relationship.
"Faculty unionism and collective
bargaining are likely to interject an
adversary quality into this relationship," Dr. Bunzel said.
Prof. Sicular stated, however, his
belief the faculty does not share the
president’s view of "this sharing of
authority."
"During the past two years the
morale of the faculty has hit an all
time low," said Prof. Sicular.
"Despairing of relief from the
insensitivity of top management
from the governor down, the faculty
on this campus is turning to unionism
as the answer to the authoritarian
nature of the system," he said.
Prof. Sicular noted that his
organization has .experienced a

membership increase of 40 per cent in
the last 14 months.
On another point. Pres. Bunzel
charged that present trend to
unionism "was most pronounced in
the least profession -like sectors of
higher education." specifically twoyear community colleges.
"institutions of low scholarly standing."
Prof. Sicular disagreed. "We have
our fair share of competent instructors who are not looking for a cover in
the UPC. Sicular said, pointing out
SJSU-UPC members have "high"
ratings in the ’rower List.
Prof. Sicular challenged Dr.
Bunzel’s indictment of low quality
institutions such as community
colleges, saying, "my experience with
the City University of New York
(where he received his engineering
degrees), and the Suny State
University System of New York
shows them to be highly rated scientific institutions that rate with the
Western universities." He said New
York’s degree of union faculty
members disproves Dr. Bunzers
statements on quality and unionism.
Dr. Bunzel cited New York’s
unionism when he said:
"The (union) movement has made
greatest headway in New York
where there has been a favorable
climate for faculty unionism created
by the existence of a strong and influential trade union movement and a
state public employee relations law
giving legal sanction to collective
bargaining in public jurisdictions."
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KSJS manager
will resign post
By GERALD CURTIS
"Alter much consideration I have
decided it best to resign my job as
station manager of KSJS," said Brian
Prows, 21. junior.
He is leaving the student
management post March 30. 1973
after serving since September 1970.
Before he resigned. Prows had a
few things to say about the troubled

Charges anthro instructor Paul Puritt

Political freedom not protected by tenure

,

Pnul Dunn

Anthropolist Dr. Paul Puritt

By KYLE CLARK
All tenure seems to be protecting
are those people who are well
ensconced and friends with the administration." said Dr. Paul Puritt
while discussing what he cites as
being the major problem in the
California higher education system
today.
"It’s worked against that very
notion, it seems, in California now,"
said Dr. Puritt. "Radical people are
being dismissed from their jobs.
especially because of their politics.
Tenure used to be designed to protect
the political freedoms of professors
so no matter what their political
biases were, they were secure in their
job."
Two years ago Dr. Puritt was hired
by the department of anthropology at
San lose State University into what
he thought was going to be a
permanent job.
During his second year of teaching
at SJSU the university adopted a rule
requiring every department to keep
10 per cent of its instructors on a temporary basis. Dr. Puritt was rehired
that year in a temporary position.
"Up until about a month ago I was
told I couldn’t stay," said Dr. Puritt.
"They told me that the rule is that at
the end of two temporary years I
couldn’t stay any longer. So of course
started to apply elsewhere and
follow through with interviews. In
the last month I have been told by my
department that in fact I can stay for
another temporary year."
Students’ impressions
During Dr. Puritt’s two-year stay

here as a professor of African culture
and the Swahili language he has established the reputation of being, as
one of his students Eddie jackaly put
it, "one of the finest of the professorial staff."
"He’s given me soir2thing to come
to school for," said SJSU business
major Elroy I olivet. "I’m not going to
his class to just learn out of a book;
he’s showed me there’s more things in
this world than what’s just laying
out.
appermanent
"Dr.
Puritt’s
pointment to the faculty would not
only benefit the school, but the
students because of his capabilities."
jolivet added. "He’s the only instructor that I know of that’s lived in
Africa; he learned Swahili by
speaking and living with the people."
Narcissa Jones, who has taken four
classes from Dr. Puritt. said his
knowledge of his field is "beyond
question. His interest and devotion to
the African continent gives me hope
for the future in the relation between
Black and White."
Because of Dr. Puritt’s teaching
methods several of his students.
headed by folivet. have gotten
together and written letters to the
department of anthropology
chairman Dr. lack Pierce, in hopes of
retaining Dr. Puritt as a permanent
instructor.
Jolivet is a student in Dr. Puritt’s
advanced Swahili class. Twelve of
the students in that class have
written letters and several others in
Dr. Puritt’s African culture classes
have written. "This is the first

Koupal announces lobby -state coalition

Fair practice initiative supported
Ed Koupal, executive director of
People’s Lobby, announced it
coalition between his group. Common Cause, and the offices of the
Secretary of State. Edmund G. Brown
Ir., in his speech in the S.C. Ballroom
Wednesday afternoon.
The purpose of the coalition.
Koupal explained before approximately 80 people. is to support a
fair campaign practices initiative
which the People’s Lobby volunteer
attorneys are in the process of drafting.
People’s Lobby is an all -volunteer
non-profit organization which uses
he initiative process to put citizens
rights bills on the ballot.
The main concern of the group has
been environmental in recent years.
Common Cause is a national citizen’s
action organization which works
mainly through lobbying and class
action lawsuits.
The proposed campaign spending
initiative would limit the amount (it
money a candidate could spend in an

election campaign and would curo
the activities of lobbyists and incumbent officers. Koupal stated.
"We’re going to get at the very heart
and very soul and very basis of
politics through this document," he
said. "It’s a weird thing when a
governor will spend four to five
million dollars to get elected to a post
where he will get a return in wages of
only $200.000.
"No one would personally spend
that kind of money to become
governor. When you’ve got to accumulate that much money to become
governor of a state, you’ve got to get it
from sten I’ where else,- he went on.
Corporations use bribery
Koupal contends that corporations
use campaign donations as a form of
bribery.
"Who in our society can afford to
support such expensive campaigns
hut these industrial giants," he questioned. "And when corporations
make investments like this, they
expect a profit in the form of a

political favor."
Under the provisions of the
planned initiative, a state officer
could not spend more than $40.000 to
get elected. Candidates for U.S.
Senator would be limited to $500.000
and prospective governors could not
spend over $1.6 million.
"There’s no way in the political
world that these people we sent to
Sacramento and Washington D.C.
can be responsive to us if they owe
favors to these companies." Koupal
asserted.
The announcement of the proposed
initiative and coalition of the three
groups came near the end of Koupal’s
speech entitled "Th.. Pollution
Conspiracy."
Koupal began the A.S. sponsored
talk by explaining how the People’s
Lobby was formed and stated he
would "get into some of the
organization’s new directions later
on,
Koupal explained the People’s
Lobby does not believe in writing

letters or working for candidates to
achieve change. "We’ve been doing
that for 106 years and it has not
proved effective." he stated.
"People’s Lobby goes around those
funny folks up on the funny farm by
using the rights given to the citizen’s
by the constitution," he said. "These
rights are the writ, injunction,
lawsuit, referendum, recall and
initiative."
Prop. 9 rewritten
The most remembered campaign of
the People’s Lobby is the Clean Environment Act, Proposition 9 which
appeared on last tune’s primary
ballot.
Proposition 9 was defeated after a
massive advertising campaign conducted by the public relations firm.
Whitaker and Baxter.
rewritten the old
"We
have
Proposition 9," announced Koupal.
"And we will be circulating the new
bill about the same time as we are
collecting signatures on the campaign spending initiative."

Bainnon

Dr. George Sicular, engineering prof.

teacher I thought was worth while
for me to take the time and write a
letter about," said Miss Jones in her
letter.
Dr. Pierce, in explaining why the
temporary situation exists. said.
"Unfortunately there’s nothing the
students can do. What is happening is
that the state college and university
system is gradually taking away
local
for
the
flexibilities
universities."
Board of trustees rule
According to Dr. Pierce all
for operation is
authorization
specifically given to the board of
trustees, members of which are appointees of Gov. Reagan. "They
reflect the present governor’s policy
and attitudes towards higher
education." said Dr. Pierce. "one of
these being a general mistrust of
college professors. The consequence
is that the restructive policies are
taken out of the hands of local people
by guidelines taken by the board of
trustees."
Dr. Pierce explained that because
of the increase in enrollment of
college students in the late 1960’s.
SJSU began hiring large numbers of
staff every year. "As enrollment
began to level out, a great many
people who were hired in that period
then
temporary,
became
probationary. The maximum of new
positions this year in contrast to two
or three years ago when it was over
100. is 2.8," Dr. Pierce said.
"It is regarded by the university as
a bad thing for a person hired on a
temporary status to be given tenure.
We are either to retain him as
probationary or terminate him."
explained Dr. Pierce. "In Paul’s case
(Dr. Puritt) there were no
probationary positions available to
After a unanimous vote by all the
tenured professors in the department
of anthropology. Dr. Puritt was
offered another temporary year. "The
fact that we offered this to Paul
reflects that We think he’s doing a
good job and would like to keep him
on," said Dr. Pierce.
Special dispensation asked
Dr. Pierce said the department
asked for special dispensation to
oiler Dr. Puritt the extra year but
"cautioned him to look for a better
position."
Dr. Puritt has applied at several
other universities and was offered
associate professor positions at the
University of Maryland: and at
Northeastern University in Illinois
for $3000 more a year than he’s
making now. On Friday. March 16. he
was offered a temporary associate
professor position at the Universo
of Toronto and accepted it.
"I think there is a future in higher
education elsewhere," said Dr. Puritt
The position is replacing another
professor MID is on leave for a year,

S, FM -90.7 station.
In the background. the Communication Board, SJSU student operated campus president advisory
body, is discussing the fate of KS’S,
whether it will live or die. In the
foreground is Prows’ resignation. He
stressed this point.
"The responsibilities of the station
come so much upon me. that I have a
feelingand other people have told
me thisthat the minute I walk out
the door, the station wouldnot
collapsebut be sort of in a very
desperate situation
Sinking shit)
KSJS is like a "sinking ship" that is
trying to be held up by the administration, said Prows.
"By holding it up long enough. you
can make it seem that there really
isn’t any problemthat the students
are able to handle all the problems at
KSJS without being paid."
"There is no compensation." he
continued. "The Radio and TV argues
you get academic credit. The fact of
the matter is, there is no way of running a radio station with just those
credits, because I’ve been spending
upwards of 20 hours a week at the
station.
A critical report of KSJS explained
its problems, and was written by
Frank T. McCann, acting coordinator
of instructional television center.
The report stated, "...it is clear that
no consistent well planned, high
quality operation of KSJS was sustained for a reasonable period."
The report maintained the station
"lacked clear policy direction. consistent
and competent administrative, faculty, and professional direction, and funding at a
reasonable level."
Prows’ proof?
Turning back to Prows, he will
continue to serve on the FM Policy
Committee, which governs the noncommercial KSIS.
"I think that is the ultimate way of
handling the situation." He explained
how the administration has not met
his expectations.
"We’ve always felt we had to prove
ourselves, and things will change.
And the administration will give us
money, and things will be all rosy.
decisions are
"Unfortunately,
going to have to be made by high
policy men.
"Dean Benedict sent a letter to Dr.
Buzanski, simply revising the same
old questions: What are the purposes
of the radio station? What services
could it give?
"Questions like this that McCann
already dealt with." he said. (Mc
Cann presented a detailed report on
"I don’t think Benedict questioned
us in hopes of getting any answers.
he’s just simply trying to overwhelm
us. He’s trying to say the situation is
impossible to solve.
"What he’s pointing to. I think is
simply to close the thing down."
Prows concluded.
Not true?
"Not." Dean Benedict of Academic
planning said he is not against the
campus radio station. He favors campus radio and said he once worked for
an educational campus radio station
himself.
At the time he sent the memo, he
was not aware the October Mc Cann
report had alrea(4 explained KSJS’s
problems.
He said he sent the memo "in good
faith" and was unaware of the report.
rhe report was originally presented
t o Dean Bohn, continuing education.
Dean Benedict added:
"Don’t perpetuate Dui runior that
l’in against the radio station. I’m in
favor ill I lie radio station."

Daily Forum

Faculty moon I ightingl

Vol 60
The chancellor’s office has gone too far this time.
In recommending that a file be kept of all outside professional activities of faculty members in the California State University and
Colleges system, its concern has passed into the realm of oppression.
Put bluntly, it’s no one’s business what the hell an instructor does
outside the universityprofessional or otherwiseas long as it
doesn’t affect his performance as an instructor.
This is the position the Academic Senate has taken on the issue,
and it is the only reasonable one.
When the chancellor’s office says the files can be used for
"personnel recommendations" does it mean an instructor is to be
judged not by the quality of his or her performance at the university
but by the quantity of his performance elsewhere?
The chancellor’s office’s other recommendation to limit faculty
members outside employment to 20 per cent of their full employment time at the universtiy is just another way of phrasing the
current regulations that they may teach one extension course.
This proposal is also improper but doesn’t have the unmistakable
stench of the file -keeping idea.
Even the campus presidents and academic vice presidents found
it objectionable when they studied the chancellor’s draft report.
Undoubtedly. there are leachers who abuse whatever freedom
they have. There should be a system for dealing with the few cases
that exist of those who neglect their teaching and counseling
obligations to moonlight. But putting everyone under oppressive
regulations isn’t the answer.
The Board of Trustees should give a resoundinv "nay" to this
proposal at their next meeting.

Pollution laws ineffective
than Luken
Elf1101’S null:: Alltllt 1..1.1hOff

IS a

senior polit wit I science major. He
is currently the president of the
San lose Stole liniversit y chapter
of PflOplIt’S Lobby.
The California medical Association says: "we are living in a
state of chronic and increasing
emergency due to pollution." In
1971, San Francisco suffered the
first smog alert in its history. In
other words, while politicians
and the corporations are assuring
us that things are getting better
all the time, pollution in
California actually continues to
worsen. This. in spite of the fact
that California has long boasted
the toughest anti -pollution laws
of any state.
The problem is that our antipollution laws are not being enforced. Pollution control boards
are riddled with conflict of
interest and political influence,
while legislators and administrators are reluctant to get
tough with wealthy polluters
who provide the bulk of their
campaign financing.
The People’s Lobby is a
volunteer non-profit California
corporation dedicated to legal
and political action on behalf of
the people. People’s Lobby
qualified the Clean Environment
Act (Proposition 9) for the june 6,
1972 ballot on less than $9,000.

The Glean Environment Act
received the votes of over 2
million Californians despite a
massive media and money campaign against it by the big
polluters.
Now, however, the People’s
Lobby is presently drawing up a
new environmental initiative for
the 1974 ballot with the help of
environmentalists, scientists, attorneys and lay people from all
over the state. In addition the
Lobby is working on a campaign
spending initiative.
The People’s Lobby went to the
United States Supreme Court to
win the right for all people to
petition their government in
shopping centers or any where
the public has the right to go. The
Lobby also successfully defended
18-21 year olds’ right to register
to vote where they live in the
California Supreme Court.
Next April 1st the Lobby is
holding a Bike For Life to raise
funds for the passage of the new
Act. Anyone
Environment
interested in participating can
pick up a bike for life card in the
Environmental Studies Building.
The weather should be good and
there are over one hundred and
fifty prizes being offered, so we
are boding for a strong turnout to
help support our efforts to clean
up the environment.

Siali Commenis

$1 vote would add input
I do not agree with a March 20
Spartan Daily editorial that
criticized A.S. Pres. Dennis
King’s proposal to give students a
$1 rebate if they vote in A.S. elections.
The editorial said King’s plan
would he a "handout" as well as
an attempt to coax students to
vote in A.S. elections with "not
their hearts, but rather their
pocketbooks."
Unfortunately, the Daily’s
concern with the morality of the
proposal neglects the more important purpose of the planto
increase student participation.
I believe the proposal could
have dramatic effects on A.S.
elections. Something must be
done since San lose State
University students have not
participated in the electoral
process on campus.
Sure, the $1 rebate isn’t
democracy at its best, but what
we presently have isn’t
democracy if only a small part of
the student body elects its
leadership.
One of the greatest criticisms of
student government by administrators, educators, as well
as students is that it isn’t
representative.
This of course. is the reasoning
used by various administrators
when they refuse A.S.
government proposals and
demands.
"You don’t really believe you
represent the student body when
you received only 10 per cent of
the student body vole," easily
sums up their opinion.

A.S. representatives have little
defense against such contentions.
King is trying to change this, to
get more input from the students.
With input he believes a more
powerful as well as representative student government will
evolve.
Indeed, student government
has its faults, including the petty
politics and personality clashes.
However, it is the only
alternative we have to lobby
within the vast state highereducational system. Without it
we would have no voice.
Bill Paterson

Dorm madness
I live in the dorms, but I’m not
crying about that. What I’m
crying about are the insensitive,
callous, inconsiderate apes that
live next door.
After my roommate and I finish
a quiet game of basketball in the
dorm hallways, at about 1 a.m.,
we’re about ready to turn in and
get some sleep.
But the guys next door are
always walking around and
talking. At one o’clock in the
morning! lust because they can’t
sleep, why must we suffer?
This has got to stop! Dashing
debonair people like myself need
eight hours of sleepespecially
after a hard game of basketball.
So please, you guys, if you’re
reading this (if you can read!)
please be considerate. Stop
talking at 1 a.m. If you don’t, my
roommate and I may have to stop
playing basketball in t he
hallways.
Bob Piombo
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Hike Hap

New law will supply bike paths
Steve
Sen. lames Mills, D-San Diego, these would be voluntary conintroduced a significant piece of tributions.
legislation this week which, if
If you’re interested in any of
passed, would make gas tax this contact Walsh by phoning
funds available for mass transit 277-4000, Ext. 4962, or visit his
bake paths, SCA 15 (a office at 460 Park Ave., Rm. 103.
.
Constitutional Amendment).
It would be a real coup d’etat
The People’s Lobby is again
for those of us who signed sponsoring a "Bike For Life" in
petitions a year ago to have a Santa Clara County April 1.
similar proposition put on the People’s Lobby is a volunteer.
ballot. That one failed, as you non-profit California corporation
remember.
which seeks to solve problems,
The reason for its defeat was particularly in the area of
simple. The gas companies, pollution, through the initiative
highway construction firms, the process.
California Trucking Association,
Bike for Life works similarly to
and even AAA, put their weight the recent Walk-a-thon. Bikers
against it.
find spongers who will make
Sen. Mills included bike paths donations for whatever part of
this time (he is an avid cyclist the 42 -mile route they complete.
himself), along with mass transit. All donations go to the People’s
The trick is to redefine both as Lobby.
"highways" to qualify for the gas
tax funds which are now used
exclusively for road building.
I strongly urge you support this
bill by sending your endorsement
to: Sen. lames R. Mills, California
State Senate, Sacramento. Ca.

Te

rr

Sponsor forms may be picked
up at the A.S. Information Desk
in the Student Union. or by
calling 287-9301.
A safety hint from the pamphlet, "Bicycling in City TrafficSurvival of the Fittest?. issued from the Bicycle Safety Project:
"Passing any vehicle on the left
is dangerous. Look for indications that the vehicle may
enter the lane; exhaust smoke;
wheels turned outward; signal
on. The most important thing is to
let yourself be seen...lt is
extremely unwise to pass any
slow moving vehicle unless you
are positive the driver is aware of
your presence.

95814.

Locally, the Bicycle Safety Project, the city’s federally funded
"bicycle survival" organization,
has commissioned an advertising
firm to do a series of TVradio
public-service spots to help acquaint the public with the
problem of keeping the cyclist intact. City Council approved the
$33,000 deal last Monday.
Larry Walsh, project director,
informed me he is casting for a
male and a female who will
appear in the spots. The people
won’t be paid. It is strictly a
volunteer contribution.
Walsh also can use people who
can do brochure lay-outs. and it
he finds someone who can make a
poster he likes, he will use it
(posters are already commissioned to an artist). Again,

Environment conducive to learning

Most of our learning is done on
our own, only being interrupted
by quizzes, which we are to take
at the end of every unit. These
quizzes give us feedback on how
well we are doing. If we receive
below 90 per cent, we will have to
take another quiz on the same
unit, before going on. The idea
behind repeating quizzes is that
an individual does not advance to
material, which he or she may
have difficulties in handling.
The grade we receive in our
classes, is just one-a pass. The
pass is given on completion of so
much material, and having obtained 90 per cent or better on
each and every unit.

Board ond eon’
Editor:
It is characteristic of ivory
towered administrators to bi
oblivious to what the "littli
people" are doing, i.e., the "littl.
people" being the students tha
the college administrators art
paid to minister to.
Apparently Dr. Brazil is no
aware of the fact that there an
students, other than those Iron
the Occupational Theram
Department, who are attemptini
to fill the needs of campus boar(
and care residents, who an
defined as either mentally ill oi
mentally retarded.
The Seminar in Communitl
Mental Health, emanating frotr
the New College, has students ir
it who feel that their cornmittments to people are not
bound by college borders.
We don’t want to sweep the
board and care problems undet
some other county’s rug. We have
elected to deal with our so-called
"different" brothers and sisters
on a one-to-one basis.
The seminar offers the board
and care residents companionship and opportunity for
growth. At the same time, the
students grow also. These board
and care homes offer the students
educational experiences that cannot be duplicated for a million
dollars.
(Incidentally, the
students receive no financial support from the university).
In conclusion, many residents
of board and care homes were
once responsible citizens who fell
because of the same pressures
some segments of the community
are once again laying on their
heads. In fact, they need love and
total support because we are no
better than the least amongst us.
Richard Mutch

Folk dancers

Letters to I he Edilor

Editor:
Here, at the beginning of the
second year of our new
educational system, we no longer
feel obliged to spend three hours
a day in our classes, one hour of
that which is devoted to
daydreaming. No longer do we
listen to boring lectures given by
professors disenchanted with our
educational environment. but
knowing, no other.
The change has indeed been
great. For one thing we spend far
less time attending lectures (in
most classes) and more time
studying and attending "application classes."
For every subject, we attend a
hi -weekly lecture which focuses
on contemporary material and
serves as a question and answer
period.
In our new era, we are encouraged to attend "application"
classes," where we apply what
we have learned, through role
playing, practical application,
and peer teaching. For example in
urban sociology a student may be
the planner of various housing
projects in a new city and in French, a student may be asking other
students for translations of
various English words.

Letters

When we graduate we no longer
have to worry about obtaining a
job in our major field, which
takes the worry out of graduating
and not having a job. A statewide college employment agency
is handling almost all jobs that
will acquire college graduates.
Most of us, though, are no
longer graduating 160 per cent
and because of that, classes are
designed so there is intrinsic
satisfaction in each and every
class. Many of us take one, two,
or three classes in different areas,
just for the intrinsic satisfaction
within each and every class.
What has been written above
may be closer to reality then it

may seem. For one thing students
who receive a "C" or below on an
exam, should ask their professor
if they may take another exam.
The second exam, (a different one
from the first) would be retaken
with the possibility of earning, a
maximum grade of B, if they
received an A.
I write this letter in response to
the fact that after going to San
Jose State University for over a
year and one-half, I have learned
little in comparison to what I feel
I could have learned. I hope that
in the future, an educational environment will be created which
is conductive to creative learning.
Philip D. Martin

Aware of Chicano definition
Editor:
I submitted a letter to the editor
in which I defined the term
Chicano. Since the letter was
printed there has been subsequent reaction to it. One letter in
particular form Mr. Estevan
Hernandez makes a few accusations.
I am not as he says, "unfamiliar
with another definition of the
word Chicano." I am cognizant of
its definition (meaning clumsy).
However, I do not condone
endeavors to ascribe new
definitions in order to justify
puzzled ideologies. Those who
endeavor to convoke the devil an
angel are only deceiving
themselves.
I can not help but point out this
contradiction. He says that
Chicanos are laboring for
betterment of their "position in
this (American gringo) society."
However, at the end of his report
he accuses me of being "a vendido
sold out to the gringo system."
He also states that "some Reza
shy away from being called
Chicano due to their own acting
to a large degree like a white
man." How ludicrous. The reason

that many Mexicanos object to
being referred to as Chicanos is
that it is an insulting word. Is this
so difficult to understand, I think
not. And what in the hell does
"acting like a white man," mean.
To be a Mexicano is not a
certain mode of dress or certain
manner of talking. It is a relation
to a history and cultural objects.
It is to be aware that that is also
yours.
He says that those who do not
call themselves Chicanos are vendidos. I submit that those that
seek any other name than
Mexicano are the vendidos,
especially an insulting term as
Chicano. Wake up, Hernandez,
can not you see it? The Anglo has
you so puzzled that you are now
referring to yourself by terms
that in your own culture are
derogatory.
Destroy all the masks of
inferiority and keep your face, the
face of a Mexicano. Be worthy of
the efforts of Cortina, Murietta.
and Las Gorras Blancas.
Jorge Miguel Gonzales
Mexican Anti -Defamation
League

Editor:
In these tension-ridden times in
which we live, is it not
troublesome enough to the
student cafeteria customer to
have to undergo the multiple
frustrations of pesticide soaked
lettuce, outrageously expensive
hamburger and the overall sleazy
nature of State U. commissary
fare.
Must the tranquility of our
lunch hour be shattered by the
rumblings and gyrations of the
very building which has become
the center of student life on the
campus? Perhaps the organizers
of student activities properly saw
fit in their infinite wisdom to
schedule the pounding and jumping of 100 Balkan Dance enthusiasts in the Loma Prieto
Room during Thursday’s lunch
hour and perhaps the architects
of teh Student Union Building
rightfully planned a structure
whose floors quiver and shake at
the slightest flick of a wrist, but
where, oh where, in all this jumble of plans and schedules was
the human pyschological factor
of potential panic equated?
I ask you, if the Federal Comis
Commission
munications
capable of previously informing
the radio listening public that a
defense disaster beep is about to
interrupt regular programming,
and the citizens of Los Angeles
are given a warning by air raid
siren of a smog-alert, is it not possible for the student government
of this university to inform the
occupants of the cafeteria that the
shakings and rumblings
interrupting their lunch are being
caused by an over-energetic
group of folk-dancers and not the
onset of teh long-awaited rupture
of the San Andreas Fault?
Gilbreth F. Whipple
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News Review

ACTION’s ’miracle’
draws only six

U.S. postpones
POW releases
8v IAN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
SAIGON I he I I, t.hanmed plans it; have 138 American
prisoners released this weekend and 5.300 U.S. troops out of
North Vietnam by the same time. A U.S. spokesman said the U.S.
’needed additional time to move American troops out in an
orderly lashion."
the original speedup plan, to have all POWs and troops out by
Sunday before the March 28 deadline, was the opinion of the U.S.
command in Saigon. but word from Washington changed that
assessment.
The 138 prisoners had been szheduled tor release in two groups
Saturday and Sunday in Hanoi in exchange for an accelerated
U.S. troop pullout that would have put American forces out of
Vietnam by Sunday.
U.S. representatives proposed new conditions for the final
withdrawals, including demands for a list of nine Americans
captured in Laos and the date and place they will be released.
The reassured release of the seven American servicemen and
two civilians in Laos were partly responsible for the change in
plans by the U.S.
The Defense Department spokesman in Washington said the
U.S. will resume pulling out troops "when we have assurances
that everybody on the list we’ve been given is in fact scheduled
tor release."
Committee
ludiciary
Senate
WASHINGTONDuring
hearings yesterday, L. Patrick Gray said presidential counsel
lohn Dean probably lied to the FBI last lune when he said he
would have to determine whether E.Howard Hunt had a White
House office.
Hunt is a delendent in the Watergate case, one accused of
bugging the Democratic headquarters last year. Gray is Pres.
Nixon’s nominee to be director of the FBI and the ludiciary committee is holding hearings on whether to approve him for the
post.
Gray stated that Dean had Hunt’s safe opened in the Executive
Office Building of the White House three days before he was
asked about the location of Hunt’s office.
PHILADELPHIA- -Pennsylvania newsmen have been barred
Irom obtaining pretrial information from policemen and
prosecutors by the state Supreme Court.
In what it called an attempt to protect the right to a fair trail,
the high court ruled prior criminal records and the contents of
any statements made by accused persons out of reach to
newsmen.
Also ruled out were stories that the defendent will possibly
plead guilty and that photos of the accused were deliberately
posed to link him to the scene ol the crime.

Eastridge
plans show
on SJSU
More than 40 departments.
offices and organizations of
San lose State University will
present a tour-day exposition
next week at Eastridge Shopping Center.
titled
event.
The
-University on Parade." will
run March 29 through April 1.
It will include a Wide variety
of presentations, including
science exhibits, an art show.
and performances by the
university’s gymnastics team
and African dance troupe.
This is the second year Easinvited the
has
tridge
university to produce an
shopping
the
at
exposition
center.

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
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10%
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Present Student body
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Toni Chenault

Greeks boost fund
Those people teeter tottering near the Business
Building on S. 10th Street have
not gone mad because of
educational pressures. In tact,
they haven’t gone mad at all.
’rhe volunteer athletes are
members of Alpha Phi sorority
and Theta Chi fraternity. They

are plank -pumping In raise
money for the National Heart
Association so the latter can
keep some hearts pumping.
We went out into the local
community to businesses and
they agreed to sponsor it." said
Barbara
Norris.
publicity
chairwoman of the event.

"We have people out there
day and night, rain or shine."
Miss Norris said.

By ION MEADE
Whenever a person meets a
career military man, it is
sometimes difficult to see past
the uniform. Everything is so
straight, neat and spit
polished.
Col. Glenn A. Davis. San
University’s
State
lose
seventh Army ROTC commanding officer and professor
of military science, is no
military
His
exception.
bearing is quite evident.
Col. Davis looks, acts. and
carries himself like a strict.
professional military man. His
tall, erect statue-like posture
radiates confidence and pride.
His voice crackles with confidence and his face, with its
still upper lip and strong.
slightly jutted jaw reflects
persistence and prevalence.
Some liberals may label him
as the "typical Patton type,"
but he’s not. Not entirely, that
is.
Got. Davis. 52, is a dedicated
career serviceman, 30 years
worth. He is also a dedicated
husband and father of eight
children.
He is a lover of classical
music, chess, bridge and
literature. "fiction and nonfiction dealing with the nearfuture time frame."
Succeeding Col. Edgar E.
Colladay, lr.. now serving at
an executive postal WU. Co)
Davis started his tour of duty
here last semester. He comes
to SISU with armfuls of
credentials and a chest full of
ribbons.
Col. Davis first saw military
service in the U.S. Naval
Reserve from 1939 to 1940. He
completed the ROTC program
at the University of California
at Berkeley in 1941 and was
commissioned as an infantry
lieutenant in the Organized
Reserve Corps.
Active duty in 1942
Col. Davis reported for active duty in 1942. He was assigned to an engineer brigade
where he took part in the
North Africa, Sicily, Italy.
northern
and
Normandy,
France campaigns.
He served as a line company
commander for an engineer
combat battalion in Korea.
l’he colonel was there for one
year and then ventured on to
Germany where he spent 20
months.
His other subsequent duty
stations included: Ft. Banning.
Georgia, Turkey. and Vietnam, among others, prior to
assignemtn to S1SU.
S1SU’s PMS [professor of
military science), who wrote
two texts on military bridge

(;;;’’’

design an 1953. has a heavy
load of "cabbage," as military
talk goes, on his chest.
His awards include: Legion
of Merit (two oak leaf
clusters), Bronze Star Medal,
Army Commendation Medal
ltwo OLC). Air Medal, Purple
Heart, and the Vietnamese
Armed Forces Honor Medal.
Bwsides his numerous
military education courses.
Col. Davis has a M.S. degree in
civil engineering from Texas
AtkM University 119581.
SISU’s Army ROTC
program is the first such duty
for Col. Davis. He has definite
thoughts regarding his new
ROTC post.
"Two of my sons recently
completed Army ROTC at
Texas A&M." the colonel said
with a proud grin. "Another
son, who is a sophomore at the
University of Virginia, is now
applying tor the two-year
RuTC program.
"This personal experience
makes it easier for me to relate
to the cadets here at SISU.
And, I believe the ’relating’ is
mutual.
’Open Door’ policy for cadets
Col. Davis. who has an
"open door" policy for all
cadets, was viewed by Maj.
Stephen Taylor, an ROTC
instructor as an "approachable person who is
interested in the cadets’ incollective
dividual
and
problems."
"Cadets view the colonel
differently depending upon
their class standing in the
Corps. Those senior cadets
conceive of him as the commanding officer or ’the old
man in typical Army jargon.
.rhey respect his rank.
experience, authority and responsibility," said Maj. Taylor.
"Sophomores and freshmen
are of ten reluctant t o a pproach
the colonel because they are
unaware of what to expect. It’s
no different than students
leery of their department
heads."
When referring to what an
ROTC cadet is and what he
does, Col. Davis draws a
definite distinction between
an ROTC student and an
Rom cadet.
"An ROTC cadet has the objective of becoming a comofficer in the
missioned
Army," he said.
"As the beginning of his
junior year he must sign a contract which carries a six to
eight year service obligation
as well as summer camps. and
so on."
"The cadet receives a subsistence allowance of $100 per

NOW
$50,000 TERM
AGE: 25: $1 2.1 6

Where’s the catch? There isn’t any. We’ll

ctliede6-ilt

give you all the information you want for

month or 51,000 per year.
Students are classified as not
signing the contract and are
not subject to six -weeks
summer camp and pay
allowances."
ROTC
cadets
attend
regularly scheduled classes in
military science. The cadet
goes on to more intensive
military and leadership
training such as rifle teams,
drill teams and other related

Akadama Red

The toast of the campus.

importer’

by Suntory International LOS

Angeles. cam

we’ll rush you all the facts. No cost why

applicaiii, to VISTA the
domestic program for the
IlleArs. During the recent AC LION recruitment however.
there were no sign-ups for the
program. which was established in 1964.
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ended and the all -volunteer
Army is around the corner, the
decision to participate in
ROTC is entirely a voluntary
one."
Col. Davis, who taught first year college math at the
College of Columbus in 1959.
looks forward to spending the
rest of his military days as
PMS at SISU.
"I plan to remain in my
current
position
until
retirement, subject to concurrence of the Army and
university."
Until then, Col. "the old
man" Davis, will have his door
open...and a slat Upper hp.

-Students who are enrolled
an ROTC courses for academic
credit only are not required to
wear the uniform, and are
thusly not affected. Cadets on
the other hand, take pride in
the uniform and wear it to
classes."

Col. Glenn Davis

Rick
Nelson
In his only Northern
California appearance

Thurs.
April 5
8 p.m.
San Jose Civic
Auditorium
TICKETS:
$5.50, $4.50, $3.50
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
246-1160
912 TOWN 8 COUNTRY
CORNER OF STEVENS
CREEK 8 WINCHESTER

Everything You Need
To Make Your Life Softer

SENSUOUS
PILLOWS

THE
PILLOW FACTORY

Hair is no problem
"Haircuts do not present a
problem here because of the
liberal policy we implement
for our cadets. While on this
point, it appears that generally
hair is getting shorter all
over."
Col. Davis claims the
students’ attitude towards
Rom programs has changed
quite significantly.
"With the cease-fire in Vietnam, more students have
become illerested in what we
have to offer. Now that inductions under the draft have

PILLOW $200 & UP
FREE 18 ’ PILLOW WITH $25 00
MINIMUM PURCHASE

ST
999 S
275-6808
SAN JOSE CA

oPEN DAILY 10 TO 8
suNDA V 12105

Study at the
Academy of Art
College
625 Sutter St
San Francisco
California 94102
Telephone
415.673-4200
Send for our free
catalog.

Spa rtaguidSIIIII
Today
SISU Campus Crum& for Clout will
hold a marriage seminar al 11:30 a.m. in
Ihe SAL Collenoen Room.
5460111 will meet at 3.30p.m. inlheS.U.
Pacilice Room.
Gomm Pantethlom The first annual
name. will be held in the S.U.11monhum
Room aid p.m.
French Mho "Le V tamer" will be shown in
It. 141 at 3:30 pin. Admission is 51.25.
French Films "Papa lee Petits Bateaux"
and "Pauline MO" will be screened Inc
141 el 7:30 p.m. Admission is 31.75.
Friday Ilia. presenis "Hutch Cassidy
rrrrr ino Paul
and the Sundance
Newman and Robert Redford. In Morris
Outlay Auditorium at 7 and 10p.m. Ad.
minion is 50 cent..
elarmatissaal Chair Festiva Several
i.huir groups from local high ’chortle will
compete in Concert Hall at 0:15p.m. Admission is bee.
taint Effort Coffee Home will premnt
Visions." a rock vont composed of
o
gn.
nom to
inowittans from Inn m otto rck

THE

pectoral from 8 p.m. until midnight.
Saturday
"Abate ww. Congress" is the title of the
Rued t
Opp...its.,
of
U.S.
Congresswoman Bella Alma. U.N.Y..
whir will speak al the Foothill college
Gym at 0 p.m. Admission is 51.50 for
students and $3 for the general public.
1 icket may be purchased in the SISU
klusimes Ofttce.
SISU ladle Aeseciallea will screen a
111m. "Amer Crew.’ 117.30 p.m. In Morns
Wiley Auditorium.
Preach film Fmtlyek "Papa Lee Petits
!lateens" will be screened in IC 141 at
1.1.30 p.m. Adtmesion is $1.25. "La Man.
danne" end "Cab" will be shown in IC
141 et 7 III p.m Admieston will be111.75.
Sunday
Soarten Shield will meet in 5.11. Room
I,

Academy of
Art College

VcrAwl
61417atar

In

slonday
Monday Cinema presents "Sleeping Car
NIurilere- lo he shown at 3:30 end 7:30
p.m. in Morns !Miley Auditorium. Ad.
mission is 50 cents

GARRET

Pruneyord
Center
Campbell
371 6505

At East

TUES.
WED.
THUR.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.

9-1
9-1
9-1
6-9
9-1
9-1
6-9
9-1
9-1
8-12

Rich & Bill

Ridge celebrates

f Persian New Year

THE AREA’S 1 ENTERTAINMENT SPOT
NEVER A COVER CHARGE
Mon. 8-12 Phil Mc kay

D. Larson Holmes and Assoc
San Jose Calif. 9 5 1 2 2

"An analysis made in the
late ump’s indicated that from
the relatively small number of
college graduates who receive
an RuTC education (approximately 4 per cent. 14 per
cent became governors, 18 per
cent congress members, and 22
per cent key business and industrial executives earning
between $100,000 and
$300,000 per year."

ROM functions.
ROTC has lot to offer
According to Got. Davis. the
ROTC program has much to
offer S) SU students. "We area
close-knit organization and
operate with the spirit of
teamwork which finds a
parallel only in a small
number of organizations on
the campus."
"In summary, Army ROTC
enables a young student to
earn a commission as an Army
officer at the same time the
student works toward an

pay more write us today
2995 Moorpark Ave.

academic degree. The program
builds qualities that are an important part of leadership that
contributes to success in any
kind of career."
Col. Davis pointed out a
definite relationship between
success and an Rom
education.

A resident of Sunnyvale
with his wife and two
youngest children. Col. Davis
sees little effect on students
concerning
the hair and
unitorm issue.

tree. That’s right -just tor the asking.
lake it Troth one with a tnari-sized
yen. men. When a *Big Man on Campus
gets a big thirst. It takes a big drink to
satiate it. And nothing, I repeat nothing.
titillates the tonsils and taunts a thirst
like Akadama Red. Fred,

Itere are no accurate
figures on the number of SjS1.1

Dedicated serviceman not a ’Patton’

LIFE INSURANCE

,..fx*.ezamw .eearr

!he teeter-lottertinz began
last Monday at 1 p.m. and will
continue non-stop for 101
hours, participants work in
one-hour shifts.

labl,
plicants, and a Peace Corps
visit during 1966 gained 120
prospective volunteers.

ROTC commanding officer

Cord For Discount

Wadle;ry, faeireAed
a 09,//t C’? Ara"( -

’At I tura I Ul 115 big words
like brotherhood, service, and
love into small miracles." according to a government pamphlet covering the Peace Corps
and %/ISM programs.
Has this claim caused a
decrease in the number ol San
lose State University applicants for the volunteer
a ge ncy
Sincel’ last September. 50
S1SU students applied to the
Peace Corps and 2310 VISTA.
Both programs merged int o t he
ACTION organization in 1971.
recruitment
recent
The
week at the campus drew only
six applicants to the Pea,
corps.
This is a tar cry from the
number of SISU students applying to the overseas
program during the 1980s.
In 1963, during a single visit
by Peace Corps recruiters. 595
students applied to the
program.
One recruitment week in

Belly Dancing
FREE tea and coffee

0

1, 11.11 SALE l.l i
Reduced prices on dozens of items

Wabash
Steve & Barb
CELLAR: Karen Cory
UPSTAIRS: Yankee Hill
CELLAR: Joe Ferrara
CELLAR: Karen Cory
UPSTAIRS: Yankee Hill
CELLAR: Joe Ferrara
Steve & Barb Kritzer

Enjoy by candlelight our wid selection of beer and
wine, sandwiches, and fondue.

tog

iiithan Bedspreads
:-meepskin Rugs
lenaissance Gowns

6.95
21.98
37.95

SALE

3 95
11 95
17 95

Enioy the magic of the East at Persian
Bazaar- Eastridge
Sale also at
1 EMI:Weeder Cantor
san Francisco

211 Entrada MaH
Oakland
341 Leant
San Free,

o
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ANYONE MAY ENTEP
SOUTH MORSE
SECURITY CHECK
REI111110
NtS 13111ti

Long lines form at the checkpoints.

Airport security measures
check for illegal weapons
-Hey its only my wristwati.h.This may become a familiar cry at San
lose Municipal Airport as passengers
move through the airport’s security
system.
The system, implemented during
February consists ot a magnetometer
(metal detectort which all boarding
passengers and visitors must pass
through. All hand baggage is searched
also.
According to 1...11. tSpeckl Speckman.
operations supervisor, the armed guards
stationed at the checkpoints, are looking
only tor legal weapons.
He said there have been some
passengers stopped, but he would, not
specily how many.
Speckman said travelers with large
wristwatches and some with lots of loose
change in their pockets have also been
stopped by the magnetometer.
The guards are not looking for other
contraband, such as marijuana, except
when it is found in large quantity.
Speckman emphasized.
He said it has not been decided yet by
the airport how the security system will
be paid tor. Speckman claimed
passengers eventually may be charged a
toll tee as they board their flights.

"Does that guy look suspicious?"

PHOTOGRAPHY
BY JIM BAUMAN

John Green, PSA security man, searches
passengers’ hand baggage.
ARRY-(Ys.
RAGGAC.1

NWT (Itt

Nothing escapes the search.

tics Ai
04
Security inspection at the
Air California boarding gate.
Passengers’ reaction is usually cheerful.
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Weather could be factor

Spikers meet Beavers

Tom crismuli
KRIS SORENSON. junior hurler will get a starting assignment this weekend when the
Spartans open their PCAA schedule against Los Angeles State University. Sorenson
has a 2-1 record and an ERA of 2.18 this season.
Third baseman JIM JOHNSTON Heft). currently leads the Spartans with a .391
average.

Pitney’s blast lifts
SJSU to victory
By IOHN B. MATT/LBWS
Sports Editor
A two-out, two-run home
run in the bottom ot the 9th inning by outfielder Rick Pitney
tilted San
lose Site
University to a 10-9 victory
over the Oregon Ducks
yesterday
afternoon
at
Spartan Field.
The victory for the varsity
diamondmen advanced their
record to an impressive 12-4
mark going into the opening of
league play tonight at 7:30.
For Pitney. it was home run
No. 1 one on the season, and
probably his most important
hit of the year.
It came alter the Spartans
saw their 8-6 lead in the top of
the ninth disappear as the
Dolma scored three runs of the
eventual winning pitcher.
Steve Gordon-Forbes.
Pitney lead the Spartans
with three hits as did Dan
Mays, who also homered
earlier in the game. Mays
tallied lour RBI’s for the
winner; Pitney three.
The victory put the
Spartans in the right frame of
mind for the league opener
against Los Angeles State
University at Municipal
Stadium.
The Diablos bring a
mediocre 10-8 record into
tonight’s
Pacific
Coast
Athletic Association opener
for both teams.
They have been plagued
with spotting pitching and a
schedule that does nothing to
build early season confidence.
LASU has lost to USC. UCLA

itwice) and California StateNorthridge 1 twice). All three
teams are considrerd
collegiate powerhouses.
As a team, the Diablo pitching staff has yielded 4.19
earned runs per nine inning
contest, compared with the
Spartan mound staff that
given-up only 2.51 runs per
game.
Starting in tonight’s game
for SJSU will be Jeff Gingrich.
a sophomore who has
bordered on brilliance this
season. He pitched nine
shutout innings against Stanford earlier in the year, only to
lose 1-0 in the 10th inning. His
record is 2-1 and ERA is a
creditable 2.22.
Tomorrow. Randy Zylker
and. Kris Sorenson will hurl
for the Spartans. Zylker is 4-0

Spring intramurals
registration closing
Registration for the San lose
State University Intramural
volleyball league ends today.
There are still openings
available in men, women, and
co-ed divisions.
’teams consist of 6 players
on each team, with the co-ed
team being made up of three
men and an equal number of
women on each squad.
There will be a volleyball
captains’ meeting on Monday
March 26, at 3:30 in the
Almaden Room or the Student

Spartababes ready
for league tune-up
cancelled
Alter
many
games, thanks to the dripping
hand ot the little n1.1 rain -

Bus. School
announces
golf tourney
Where can a San lose State
University student get a
510,000 1973 red DeTomaso
Pant era for 98.
The junk yard lit he looks
hard enough).
However in this case, all he
need do is enter the first Annual Milburn Wright CSIJSI
Business School Open golf
tournament.
The tournament, sponsored
by the SISU School ot
Business, is being held to raise
funds lor the Executive Coon
cil of Business Students.
A host of prizes will be
outstanding
for
awarded
achievement on the links. Included in the list are low gross,
longest drive, closest to the
pin, most stylist golfer, booby
prize and the Wright Cup.
The Wright Cup will 1,
given to the foursome with the
lowest aggregate score. A
stipulation that must be noted
is that every player must pull
Out on every green in order lo
quality for the award.
Deadline for entering the
tournament is Friday. April
P.S. Entry bliinkh t.tin he
procured by calling 477 -:1201
he entry lees are Nit lor
students, $15 tor knoll y and
b25 lor IMS1111,SSII11,11.

1ERA 3.04) and Sorenson is 2-1
1ERA 2.16),
The Diablos will counter
with John McAllen, who has
not pitched this season; Paul
Franco. 3-3 I ERA 3.93); and
probably Bob Edwards, 1-1
1ERA 3.93).
As a team.. the Spartans are
hitting at a .314 clip with all
starters battling over the
magical .300 mark. lunior Jim
Johnston leads the way for
SJSU with a .391 average. Outfielder-pitcher Dennis Smith
trails lohnsion with a .379
average and Mark Carroll is
hitting .378.
LASU, on the other hand, as
hitting just .273 but five of its
starters are over .300. Outfielder Tim Corcoran leads his
team with a .378 average and
our home runs, also high.

maker, the Spartan freshman
baseball team plays host to
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
today in a doubleheader
starting at I I a.m. on the
spartan Diamond.
The Spartababes, 2-2 in
league play, will face West
Valley Community College. in
a non-league game, tomorrow
at 11 a.m.
SJSU gets into league play
starting next Tuesday when
the University of San Francisco hosts the Spartan frpsh
in a doubleheader starting et
noon at USF’s home held in
San Francisco.

Union.
Slow pitch intramural
softball registration closes
March 26.
Competition will be in mens’
and womens’ leagues, of the
round-robin type, with teams
consisting of 10 players on
each.
There is a $10 forfeit fee for
slow -pitch softball play. but
the tee will be returned if a
team completes its schedule
without having forfeited any
of its games.
A slow -pitch captains*
meeting will beheld on March
28 at 3:30 in the S.U. Cost anoan Room.
Intramural
fastpitch
competition begins on Monday March 26.
League play in tennis, slow pitch softball, and volleyball
begins Monday, April 2.
A.S.
Recreation
The
program is offering a one day
workshop in the basics of
cardweaving on Saturday,
March 31, from 9 a.m. to4 p.m.
in room 206 at the An
Building.
Drafting a pattern and completing the weaving ot a belt
will be covered in this
workshop. which has a three
dollar fee.
For further information on
these or other programs call
277-2972.

By RAY MORIUSON
1 he selling! Bud Winter
held. The cast: Beavers and
Spartans. The scene: Unpredictable.
That’s about the summation
of the outlook at tomorrow’s
11 a.m. crucial contest
between the Oregon State
University and San lose State
University track squads.
-This will be a very close
meet, as will all our dual meets
this season." said Spartan
head coach Ernie Bullard.
"OS1.1 dominates the weight
events while we should have
the edge in the sprints and
hurdles. I hope we can gain
some ground in the distance
running and jumping events so
that we can have an opportunity to win the meet in
the mile relay.
The Spartans can be glad
that OSU’s Tom Wood is not
eligible f or the meet because of
the 36-unit progress rule.
Woods won the National
AsAthletic
Collegiate
sociation high jump crown as a
freshman last year and has
already jumped 7-3 3/4. tie
an
compete
as
will
independent. however.
Battling Woods for the
Spartans will be Bill Crawford
(6-8). Greg Tannin 16-6) and
Dave Curtis 16-8).
Mark Schilling who turned
in a 4:1.14.2 performance in the
Stanford meet will be going up
against the Beaver’s Haiti
Ebbe 13:59.31 and lose Amayo
14:09.51 in what should be a
very close contest.
The weather could be a great
factor in the meet as the
Beavers are noted to be one of
the best wet weather teams in
II,,’ country.

However. Bullard said his
squad was ready for the meet
even il it was raining.

-051.1 has exploited our
weakness the last two years
including last season when we

1

tell apart in the rain." Bullard
said. -I will say that we’ll come
ready to compete regardless ot
the weather. We’ve learned to
compete in loul weather this
year;
The Beavers, who are on
their spring break, have been
spending the week working
out on the south campus track.

Don Morlon

MARK SCHILLING. freshman miler. will be leading the
Spartans against the Oregon State University Beavers tomorrow
at 11 a.m. Si the south campus. Schilling clocked the mile at
4:04.2 during the Stanford meet for his all-time best.

the Spartan’s lung lump
contingent will teal ure Louie
Wright 124-3 ’3.4). Fred
Wikkelins 122-8 li2) and Rick
Guardimer 120-3 1/41.
lunior college transfer Vince
Breddell who ran 9.5 in the 100
and 21.4 in the 2201(1 win those
events in the Stanford meet
will lead the Spartan sprinter
squad.
Other top match-ups include Turn Sprink 148.1 and
Dennis Maas 147.6) of SJSU
vs. Yaw Atuahene 149.11 anti
lima Bates 148.0) oh the
Beavers in the 440: Glenn
Harmatz of the Spartans
11:52.51 against OSL1’s Clay
Lowrey 11:48.81 in the 880 and
Montena Terry (48-6). Larry
Scott 147-9 1/21 and J.C.
Ragster 146-1 1/21 of the
Spartans vs. OSLI’s Steve Rim
150-101 in the triple jump.
OSU coach Bernie Wagner
fell his team was probably the
underdogs in the meet but
added that the Beavers will
show vast improvement over
their performance against
California in an 84 1/2 -60 1/2
loss at Berkeley a week ago.
"I was surprised by our
inability to compete in the
rain. but I look for much better
performances
this
week."
Wagner staled. "I know the
Spartans will be coming al us
and well he 1.1nning it hem.-

_ft

Sports

PETER
O’TOOLE
NOMINEE
BEST
ACTOR
OF
1972

Monterey tourney
awaits rugby club
By DON GIOVANNINI
The Spartan Rugby club
will be walking among the
kings of the rugby world this
weekend when they travel to
Pebble Beach for the Monterey
Tournament.
But they hope to do a lot
more than just walk.
The ruggers in only their
third year of competition at
San lose State University. are
competing in the most prestigious rugby tourney in the
United States.
An unofficial claim to the
title of national champion goes
to the winner of the two day
event.
The 32 team tournament has
every top club on the West
Coast performing.. Past matches have shown that the Lest
rugby in the nation is played
here.

this weekend.
One of the kings that the
Spartans will be among this
weekend is Santa Monica’s
Rugby club, new this year. but
loaded with members of last
years’ UCLA team and nine of
the All -California Grizzlies
that toured New Zealand last
The southerners
summer.
have only a 3-3 tie with the
Bias marring their record
and are top-seeded.

SISU took a break in the action last week hollowing an 8752 win over Stanford on
March
Bullard Was sure the win
against
Stanford
was
instrumental in establishing a
winning perspective tor the
season.
-It was a large factor in
giving the type of momentum
so necessary to have a
successful season.- Bullard
said. We have people who not
only had some good marks, but
competed well an a men-toman situation. the Spartans won 13 of 17
events fur their hest dual win
in two years.
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prove on their 14 place finish
of last year.
Play begins Saturday at 7
a.m, with each learn playing
three or tour games that day.
and one on Sunday.

5TH WEEK
EXCLUSIVE
PENINSULA
SHOWING

-1500

RUUNG CLASS

WINNER OF THREE ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS

BEST ACTOR

UC-B. unbeaten and untied
is ranked
second. The
Spartans lost to Cal 21-4 on a
muddy field at Cal earlier this
season. The BATS unbeaten.
but tied three times, are seeded
third.

LAURENCEft Vie MICHAEL
OLIVIER
od CAINE

The first game is the key in
this tournament because a
team can finish no higher then
17th if it loses its first game.

BEST DIRECTION

Teams from as far away as
Pensacola, Florida will be
competing.

Coach Ron Macbeth will
send 20 players for the
tournament
using five
members from the second
team.

Oct ending champion UCLA
will not be competing this
year. Losses to U.C. Berkeley
and the Bay Area Touring Side
IHATS1 ruined their chances
lor a claim to the national
championship. A trip to
Canada is on their schedule

"Our boys are in very good
condition; they have gained
significantly from playing the
tough learns in the Bay Area.
We’re ready and we’re fast and
fit," he concluded.
’the Spartans will try to im-

JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ

’Think ofthe
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one step further
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Kafka’s new translation
studies metamorphosis

Tapestries also exhibited

Portraits reveal feeling
Iv PAULA DORIAN
An unusual story of a
human souts evolution from
1949 through 1969 is captured
in Conner Everts diary" ut 43
sell portraits.
The portraits are on display
at the Civic Art Gallery on 110
S. Markel through March 31.

From an artistic point ol
view these self portraits are
not intricate ones. It seems
that anyone who could draw
would have no trouble whatsoever executing these works.
But, its the emotional feelings
within the laces that makes
them works of art.

t
i1 /563

I
ere Bauman

Mrs. Rex Burband ponders portrait.

Jazz marathon
loses audience
By LOU COVEY
lose State
I he San
jazz Ensemble
University
with the West Valley College
jazz Ensemble and Marvin
Holmes and the Funk Co.
concert, last Tuesday night
turned out to be a jazz
marathon.
This, and the usual
problems that accompany
Morris Dailey Auditorium and
Student Services, put a
damper on what might have
been an outstanding evening.
The West Valley ensemble
played six numbers; but it
wasn’t until their last that
they finally got going.
’the bright spot in the West
Valley group was the combo,
who seemed. for the most part,
to be really into the music. It
the band had followed them, it
might had saved the
performance.
The Funk Company is a very
together group and produced
nice imreally
some
provisations. However, there
were too many problems with
the sound equipment.
Technicians attempted to

turn up the volume on the
microphones but succeeded
only in turning up the volume
on the bass and guitar until
people were being driven out
of the auditorium.
Finally, the SISLI ensemble
got their chance. It’s too bad
that the audience was too restless to listen to them.
the ensemble is not a
musical group -it is a musical
experience; trying things just
to see what they can do with
them.
With Alan Strange at the
the ensemble
synthesizer,
segued in and out of "Maiden
Levies.
Voyage- by Mitch
"Over the Rainbow- arranged
by Don Ellis and"Don Quixote
Alan
Rides Again- by
Broadbent,
Dave Gardner’s trumpet
solo in "Over the Rainbow’
lacked much of the power and
intensity he usually puts into
it, but since members of the
audience were leaving during
his performance, it is
understandable.
It the audience had at still
and opened its ears. thy
experience would have been
more successlul,

cs. ccts In his life are
seen through his paintings.
Police beating
In 1966, the last day of the
semester while attending Long
Beach State. Everts and his
classmates all went to a bar.
Plain clothes vice squad officers checked everyone’s
identification carefully and
Everts asked the police for
their identification. He was
then searched, handcuffed and
taken to Lung Beach city jail.
The handcuffs numbed his
right hand and he said he was
brutally beaten in the patrol
car and again in the police
station elevator.
After the beatings. Everts’
doctor submitted photographs
to the police department
showing black and blue marks
on Everts legs and between
his shoulder blades.
A United States attorney
brought charges ot violation of
Everts’ civil rights, and a jury
found the officers guilty but
the case was ruled a mistrial.
Everts bruises healed but
his drawing hand was never
the same.
A series of self-portraits
were made during the trial and
their emotional impact is
stressed and sell explanatory.
Emotions
Different phases of
paranoia, extreme emotional
tension and a human question
speaks out to the public. His
moments of dillusion and
anguish are relevant, not only
to himself, but to society fur
what it has done to him.
One of the more skillfully
executed pieces was vmd.lt questions society as well as
the artist and how it has
effected him. Everts draws
himself much more intensely
and stern. The human element
and life in general is perceived
in this sell explanatory work.
The various lechnititics,sed

are pencil. woodcut, ink wash
drawing, soft ground etching.

pen and ink, crayon, oil pastel,
and brush and ink.
In has portraits he never
portrays himself the same way
twice; nor do the eyes ever
look the same.
There is always an emphasis on some feature or
angle of the lace.
the piece enlitled"Upon My
Fathers Death" is quite
demanding of the viewer in
that it brings one closer to the
work. The bold double image
of lull lace and profile shows
the maximum technique with
the minimal display of means.
There is a development in
through his portraits
time
where one can tell how he felt
about himself.
l’he emotional impact of his
works is based upon his tragic
realities of life.
The physical appearance of
this man changes each time he
sees the world in different
planes of reality.
Other displays
Also on display is -the
Heart and the Hand" exhibit
showing through April 15.
Many of the works are from
the Middle East. Asia and the
Americas.
The display is nothing to get
excited about in its entirety
but there are a few stimulating
works.
On display are shadow play
figures from Songkhla, So.
thailand. The figures are cut
ojf of cow hide and the technique requires manipulation of
the figures.
The actors holding the
figures aloft by two poles
show their backs to the
audience. They manipulate the
figures before a thin, white,
cloth screen and bend and
sway to the accompaniment of
music.
Everything trom bai ik will
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Jane Miller views Thai puppet
to sling bags from
Northwest Burma are on
exhibit.
The majority of the exhibit
as wall tapestries and cotton
fabrics. Many of the pieces are
antique, a few over 1,000 years
old.

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supplernents (Instant Protein.
Vita Q Vita E, GRIMM etc 1
Horne Cleaners i Basic H. L. etc I
Beauty Aids (Proteinized Shampoo etc 1
John & Mary Rhoades 297.3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Rises
No Pressure
Our incentives are amnia
Every distributor has different goals &
different approaches The fact that our
natural products really are the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make comparisons
We will ass you to do a 11111e research
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
466 SO 5th 40
297-3866
GUYS AND GAM
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Basic "technique" for beginning dancers Small
cisme-individual attention Beverly
&Orem Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Cali the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 p rn 277-3181
TALENTED SONGWRITERS
Musicians. singers, & groups wanted by
Publishing/Production fine 292-2222
DO YOU like A S programs here on camPus, If not, don t Bitch apply for the
program board Apply in the A S office
HAY 66666 (Mar Apr Mop) In 15t 12
days of your season. get free pills and
$12-22 for drug Study TAVIST 321-4412
FRIDAY FLICKS "IllUTCH CASSIDY 11
THE SUNDANCE MO" STARRING
PAUL NEWMAN a ROBERT REDFORD
MAR, 23, 7 5 10 PM. MORRIS OAILEY
AUG. SOO ADM.
.101115 IN ALASKA" available now This
handbook covers all fields summer and
career opportunities Plan YOUR adventure! $3,00 AA. Box 1565. Anchorage, AK
99610.
FREE MOVING BOXES S WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
WONG & WOW making
1040 N 4th
NATURAL FOOD STORE PRESENTS
SPROUT & AVOCADO SANDWICHES
354, also MANY OTHER TYPES
SANDWICHES Also MASSAGE
WHIRLPOOL S STEAMBATH by appt
126 Emig San Salvador St
MONDAY CINEMA ’SLEEPING CAR
MURDERS" DIR BY COSTA-GRA VAS
MON MAR 26 330 & 730 PM MO
Auditorium 504

WED, CINEMA "THEY SHOOT
HORSES" w,JANE FONDA. Wed Mar
18 3305 7 30 PM MD.Auditorium. 508

to present

fol

evi
Ar

’Visions’

WE

"Visions," a jazz-rock group
styled alter Maio and Bozz
Scaggs, will perform March
23. 7 p.m. until midnight at the
joint Effort Coffeehouse on
campus.
Admission will be 75 cents.

SJSU RUSSIAN CLUB presents "ANNA
KAHENINA- an impressive Russian film
grams at SJSU Sunday 7 PM. March 25,
1973. JC 141. SI admission

AUTOMOTIVE
FLEETWOOD MAC TICKETS on sole
ii,,w.nihOA’,lilJ Auril 11 8 pm men s
loin One snow or ly /400 seats 12.50
students siaYA S card 53.50 general
MIMIC
112 VW REBUILT engine NEW tires Best
offer 293-1867 Or 277-3448
’68TR-250131 VW Camper 620 & 9th 427
or leave note 130 289 Bldg 0 New
Goner’s’)
FOR SALE: Ronda 250. Excellent 5200
926-0413
’72 HONDA CB Exc cond.. Is
luggage rack back rest tune-up, new
battery in Feb (receipts) $525 225-2E185
’68 NOVA. BLUE $950 3 spd floor 8 cyl
30/ mg Good cord Call 356-6407
MUsT SELL IMMED
MARRIED COUPLE wanted to manage
opts & laundrette Must be capable of
rnainlenenCe work 287-4900
191111 V.W. STATION WAGON,
new/engine. tires. II paint. excellent
cons $875 or offer ALSO... 1970 V.W.
BUG excellent school car 5.000 mi on
engine must sell S1125 or offer call 2661134
118 PONT. LE MANS 326, Hurst 4-speed
New brakes. water pump & timing gear.
$650 27741822 or 296-5863.
’63 CHEVY IMP. 327 Dependable, all extras 5325/or best offer 294-7075

EARN 826 PER MONTH FOR DOING
NOTHING?
II you have an older car with a vinyl 10P lei
is paint half of it with TOPPER. Drive
around and earn $25 per Month Call Mr.
Wright 591-2681

IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE, a different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks 81 price Best Sci-Fl
selection in Bay Area Records. too We
have the books you want & need & best
prices in town Yes, we buy & trade books
& records RECYCLE 235 So 1st St. 28614
6275
NEW I COMPLETE HOUSEFUL OF
FURNITURE, some in original packages.
Bedroom, living & dining rooms 2971328 Complete set under $400 Will sell
separately
MICROSCOPE-TASCO MEDICAL
2/50.100 I& cod erner Oblect Hnvd, carrying case) and mach stage. Paid S300,
yours $150 255-7719 eves
NEWS COMPLETE houseful of furniture
bedroom. living & dining rooms. 2971328 Complete set under VICO will sell
separately. Some in original packages.
GUITARS II AMPLIFIERS,’
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC-new & used
All at discount prices
Guitar showcase 2910 S Bascom 3775864
KONICA AUTO REFLEX T-2 W-F 14 lens
and case Just bought $270 295-1789.

SS PONT. FIREBIRD 350 AT. PB. PS,
wide oval polyglass tires, sport wheel
covers $1.500/best offer 253-1483 eft 3
PM

FINEST TURQUOISE, & other
gemstones at COZY CORNER ANTIQUES. 3rd & San Salvador, oPeo
Inure & Fri only 10-5 PM

114 MOS, Good Condition $600/offer
293-1371 evenings

JEWELRY equip for sale Ring mandrel
MD-101, wire was kerosene lamp,
alcohol, casting ring and crucible. Mused once 292-43701398l.

111 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN, auto trans.
& H air cord disc breams, good cond
251-6675 after 6 Pm

FOR SALE
THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops-1940 S lit St Ph 293-2323.
Open We thru Sun 8-4.30 & 8-5.30 Free
Parking & admission Thousands of
useful items antiques & collectibles
SKIES SOOTS-Head Stindardi 200cm
Ff,binFlfn94 466 Coelho buckle boots
size 11-$10 (on campus) call 277-8233.
SAYE THIS AD: Before yOu purchase
costly stereo equip retail check wius for
discount prices to 5.15 Students (on all
your need.) We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Bary Anion such nemeses
Samna, Pioneer, Marini,, Teroc. Dual,
etc. Call us for weekly specials tool 292550.1 or 252-2028

’67 16 FT. SAILBOAT, clammier, 4 HP
0113 lights. ’tickets. trailer 61,150 Ph
268-9172
ESTABLISHED ART GALLERY & CRAFT
SHOP for sale 2 blks from SJSU Inventory fixtures, artwork. 8 Iloing quarters
all Inc Sacrifice $500 For more info call
292-7925
ARTISTS I CRAFTSMEN needed to sell
*enlist Mini Renaissance Fairs, Sunday.
April lot Into Call Audi Leonardi 2173202

HELP

WANTED

WE ARE LOOKING loran above average
lady to fill an above average position lecturing and demonstrating with the aid of
assistant port of full time For appointment interview call 297.5630

OTIS ELEVATOR CO. is recruiting 4/9/
73 for sales engrg trainee, maiors req.
BS/ME. MBA W/ BS / ME. EE Recruiter
S Julian Smith, Mgr 288-3685,

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen 8. maid service. color
TV. Kitchen priv., tile showers. parktng.
Center of activity. 237 E. San Fernando
$89 to $89/mo 295-9504 or 2934345.
UNIVERSITY CLUII-Co-ed. Beautiful
house, fireplace, grand piano. color T V,
recreation room, kit priv. maid & linens.
parking, courtyard Includes Continental
breakfast From $79/mo 202 So 11th
293-7374
STUDIO’S $ea Men Only 820 S. 3rd St
NEW STUDIO APTS, 51155 .420 15
min from SJS 5226 Snow Dr. &J. 226’1112.
850 AND UP, nice, comfortable, quiet
rooms downtown, kit env.. 293-3910.166
N 5th St
FROM lAbliwo. New rooms across the
campus. Kit prlv . *Olt pd Men at 99 S
Ilth. women 276$ 10th St. Many extras
that must be seen Open daily for inspection Call 295-8514. 295-8526 or 2879585
LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom apts turn 1130, unfurn $120
w7w new carpets Quiet atmosphere near
the campus 385 5 4th St Call Ben 2888383 or John 355-57011.
SUNNY STUDIO, nicely furnished, bdrm.
convenient to SJSU. $110. Also 1 bdrm
$130 or 2 bdrm. $155, Pool. 998-2416 or
321-6573. ’
I & 2 bdrm. acts for rent $80 & 5103: 2414
bdrin houses for rent $175 5250 2974900
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. Arline New
!tom campus furnish or eels., Films’,
preierred I all 154-4363
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share beautiful
apt $72 plus ut Mt.’. pool & rec, room all
modern COMnlenCle. Call 292-2636.
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ANTONIO SHOPPING
CENTER
next to Crocker Bank
hours: mon-Fri 10-9 Sat 10-5:3o
417 San Antonio Road
Mountain View, Calif. 94040
Sun 12-5

TO ASSOCIATION MEMBERS

rico er-iii. :14,37r. el Pm

RI
re

LOCKETS
MOUNTINGS
PEARLS
STONES
,SUEDE

SAN

(REGULARLY SOLD BY BANKS AT F5.9546.95)

MALE ROOMMATE needed to snare 2
bdrm 2 ba , poolside apt with 1 Other
Grad or faculty Call eves 247-8876.

TYPING -IBM
Seleclric- Thesis.
reports, general typing. letters. etc.
Reasonable rates. 263-8895

FRIENDLY GIRL to Share beautiful house
at 175 So 16th St 294-3432.

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
*1 235 E. Sento Clara St. 294-4499

LARGE 3 BDRM., 2 bath turn. apts.
$215/rno. See at 399S 12th St. Cell 2981607 Summer rate. $165.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings $25
Passports $4.
Commercial. Adv.. PR. Portrait. El & W
Color 275-0596.

ROOM FOR RENT 955/ma. plus util. On
an east side farm in SJ Non-smoker.
Complete house privileges Call 2380406

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance,
typing. editing (grad & unclad MOO
Everything tor everybody 379-8018

I 2 BORN. APTS., w/w carpet, !dry
tacit, prkng, Quiet low summer rates, 536
S 8th Si. OW Call 295-7894.

CHILD CARE-PLAYGROUP. M-F. 2-3 yr.
olds. Certificated teacher Multi-cultural
home $3 day or 504 hr 266-50e3.

ROOM FOR RENT $60/rno. Private or
Double Girl Prat Bdrms. upttelds.
Private sun yard & BBO. Shire kitchen &
baths. Call Don 295-7438.

TYPING in my North side home,
reasonable Sahel scion guaranteed.
263-2739

$109
Large studio. sap study room.
Heated pools, turn. wicarpets
5 mm from campus
secluded
297-1200

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
14151 965-1158
TYPING
60 North 3rd St. Apt 8823
287-4355

NICE ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE for
quasi-intelligent person $70 96 & 17th
St 295-7441

TYPIST-FAST, Accurate. Can editMasters etc Near SJCC. Mrs, Aslanian
298-4104

ATTRACTIVE, LARGE. CORNER room
in quiet home Ideal for study Parking.
kitchen env near campus Serious.
mature man $75/mo 288-9154.

PERSONALS

LARGE 2 BORN APT, lust painted Brand
new couch W & G pd Summer rates
available Rent $156mo Prkng pets OK
293-7798

Gold filled EAR WIRES
with this coupon

one pair per customer

SERVICES
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EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Europe, Russia and Mexico.
Official SOFA agent for Inter-European
student charter flights, Including Middle
East, and Fir East, CONTACT: ISCA
11887 San Vicente Blvd. 54 LA. Calif.
90049 TEL 12131 826-5666 826-0955.
FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Chimer Flights International, call campus rep Barbera Nevins, 286-1196
CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete domestic, international programs Contact
John, Student Services West, Inc 235 E
Santa Clara, 8110267-9301

Help Koster’
.r. Mem ,
SeJ L liesdas
F eud

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $387
inclusive London departures. Smell,
international group camping travel Ages
18-30 Also Europe, Africa, India: 3-11
wks. Write’ Whole Earth Travel. Ltd , Box
1497. ICC., Mo, 64141
BIKE ACROSS ITALY - 2 weeks- $175. R.
Price, 270S. 43rd Boulder, Co. 80303.
FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72621
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 1/3 oft with TWA Youth passport & take
up to 24 months to pay with FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD, Call 2257262 for Information after 600 298-6600
for reservations or your local travel agent.
EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leaving San Francisco on 4/14. Returning San Francisco on 2/22, 1 way $99,
round trip 5196 incl Tea. for Flight Into,
contact Richard 274-4613
10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN. FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 19161 4517905
146652nd St Sacramento. Ca 95819

LOST IL FOUND
LOST: Women, brown coat Left in a
classroom Reward 867-3008
SLACK WALLET Contents are of value
only to rne Reward Cali 287-8538

FIND WHAT YOU NEED
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
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TRANSPORTATION

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope Contemporary
Literature Press, 311 California Street
Suite 412, San Francisco 94104

RENT A TV OR
, no contract
Free del Free service Call Eeche’s 2512598.

3 lines

FRIDAY FLICKS ’BUTCH CASSACtt1 &
THE SUNDANCE KID" STARRING
PAUL NEWMAN 8. ROBERT REDFORD,
MAR, 23, 7 5 10 PM. MORRIS DAiL EY
AUG. 504 ADM.

SE A FRIEND to handicapped man. Live
fres in attractive room. Girls over 18
please call 298-2306 aft.

TYPING, EDITING, FAST, ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTR1C. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 244-6444 AFTER 630
MARY BRYNER

Jays

WOULD PERSON WHO POSTED ADDRESS OF
ROBERT THOMAS
please call me before MARCH 25
Ex ) REMELT IMPORTANT -293-1985

NATURAL Wedding Photography 100ke
like people teat Warm. Reel. Like WPM
in ove Petersen & Bishop Photography
Wedding
354-2513
Los Gatos
photography for people who care.

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations
Mananne Tarnberg - 1924 Harris
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose

One
Dar

DONATE ON A REGULAR- BLOOD
plasma program and receive up to
$40/monthly. Bring student ID or this ad
and receive a bonus with your first
donation. HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
E Almaden Ave. San Jose, CA 294-6535
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 to 3 pm.

MENI - WOMEN’
JOBS ON SHIPS No experience required Excellent pay Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer lob or career Send $2.
Ion information SEAFAX, Dept SAL
50 900 2049, Port Angeles. Washington
98362

ONE LARGE DORM, APT. New shag
rugs Water & garbage pd Available now
Cali 293-7796 751 S 2nd St 04

MOTHER WITH CHILD WANTS Is rant
small private apt Or hOulle near campus
Consider other 286-1415
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed Own
room 2 bdrm apt 2 bilis from SJSU Coil
Carmen al 297-4367 or Teresa 295-4463

im
bu
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Jewelart

PRESENTS

*************************

A MILUON USED BOOKS, paperbacks
price). and magazines. Neat old
bookstore, largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff & Thush. Twice
Reed Books. 81 E San Fernando btwn
2nd & 3rd, 1030-530 10%off with thisad.

Os

hi

HORIZONS WEST BANK SUPPLY CO.

*

FRIDAY FLICKS "BUTCH CASSIDY &
THE SUNOANCE KID" STARRING
PAUL NEWMAN a ROBERT REDFORD,
MAR 23. 7 8 10 PM, MORRIS DAILEY
AUD 505 ADM.
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FIGURE MODELING position. Light but
serious work for persons of good
character Must be physically perfect. $5
to $75/hr Periodic Box 1365, Mt View

qu
inj

hit
for

SAVE up to 90%

*

BLACKLITE POSTERS SI 50, PATCHES
75C SUP, INCENSE 25-294. PIPES $1.00
& UP. RADIOS $3.95 & UP. LEATHER
GOODS, BINOCULARS 522.00 & UP.
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE’ 18" $11 95. 4’
$22.95 STROBE LIGHTS $17 95, GAGLO BULB $395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING $1 98 & UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando, 1
DR from SJSU Phone 292-0409.
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Now do it the California
way. Buy the parts, make
your own jewelo.

*

CLARA It
* 10TH & SANTA
294-3 1 91

nis iamily fetet.I s him. And
Gregor, sounding and acting
the part of an oversized cockroach, feels this renunciation
bitterly
because he still
retains human emotion and
mental faculties.
Kalka’s third and final point
is dramatically ironic. After
living several months an his
insect stale. Gregor dies. He
voluntarily dies of starvation
because he feels he has been a
burden and a hardship on his
family. the family for whom he
struggled to free from financial instability, when actually
it was he that was the real
burden and hardship.

re
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*
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K
LANVIN
EAU MY SIN
MIST

The delicacy with which the
handmade garments were
made is much more striking
than the finished product.
Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to
4:30 daily, closed on Mondays.
and open noon to 4 on Sundays.

hangings,

Iv KAlif PERM) tit I
Spacial to the Hails
-What’s happened tu ine?"
was the stunned reaction of
Gregor Samsa who, upon
waking one morning, found
himself transformed into none
other than a "monstrous
vermin" -a cockroach.
Unbelievable as it sounds,
the new translation of his
Franz kalka 519t5 book."The
Metamorphosis." succeeds in
presenting a realistic view of
the
emotional
and
psychological
reaction
of
society to C;regor’s human turned-insect form.
Gregor’s whole
life is devoted to his occupation he is a traveling
salesmant and to his responsibility of paying off the
family debt.
It is in this process that
Gregor gradually loses his
own individuality and, in
effect, loses his own inner
desire to break free and
procure a new life for himself.
Kafka brilliantly symbolizes
Gregor’s inner alientation by
lilting him into an alien
overcoat.
Because Gregor can no
longer act as the bread winner,
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